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There is a tendency in languages for utterances to be organized around
nouns and verbs, such that the position of the other elements in the utterance
is often definable in relation to the position of nouns and verbs. Hence the
notion that nouns phrases and verb phrases are major constituents of the
clause. There are also a smaller number of elements whose position might
be defined in terms of the clause as a whole. It has often been observed that
the proximity of elements in a clause follows some natural (iconic) principle
whose result is that elements that go together semantically tend to occur
close together in the clause.l Following this principle, we would expect that
elements whose position is defined in terms of the position of the noun would
have meanings that modify or relate to the meaning of the noun or noun
stem, while elements whose position is defined with respect to the verb
would have meanings that modify or relate in some way to the meaning of
the verb or verb stem. Similarly, elements whose position is determined with
respect to the whole clause would have the entire proposition in their semantic
scope.
In this paper obligatory grammatical markers, and more specifically,
obligatory grammatical markers that are bound to the verb, are studied in
the light of this general principle. Verbal inflections differ with respect to
the extent to which they are relevant to the verb, that is, the extent to which
their meanings directly affect the lexical content of the verb stem. '!he different
degrees of relevance of verbal categories that can be inflectional are reflected
diagrammatically in three ways: (1) The more relevant a category is to the
verb, the more likely it is to occur in a synthetic or bound construction with
the verb: (2) The more relevant a morphological category is to the verb, the
closer its marker will occur with respect to the verb stem: (3) The more
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relevant a morphological category is to the verb, the greater will be the
morpho-phonological fusion of that category with the stem. 2
In a cross-linguistic survey using 50 genetically and areally unrelated
languages, I gathered data concerning these three predictions, i.e. data on
the frequency of occurrence of inflectional categories for verbs, their order
with respect to the verb stem, and their degree of fusion with the stem. These
data bear out all of the predictions made by the relevance principle. In the
first section of this paper, I will demonstrate how the principle is applied to
the various verbal categories. In the second, I will present the data that
supports the hypothesis that relevance is reflected iconically in morphological
expression. In the third section, I will discuss some seemingly problematic
cases.

The relevance of the category to the verb was also preOictea oeron: Lilt:
survey was begun, by applying the concept of relevance to the definition of
the category, in the following way. The inherent lexical content of a verb
stem describes an event or state. A category is relevant to a verb to the
extent that it directly modifies the event or state described. A category is
less relevant if it affects or refers to other elements in the clause instead of
or in addition to the verb. Note that in addition to relevance, which refers
only to the scope of the modifying category, there is also a difference in the
amount of semantic change resulting from the combination of the morphological category with the verb stem. The amount of semantic change ordinarily
increases and decreases as relevance does, since the more relevant a category
is to the verb, the more profound effect it can have on the meaning of the
verb. Thus, for the most part, it will not be necessary to maintain a distinction
between them. So for each category we will describe in general terms the
extent to which it affects the meaning of the verb stem, as opposed to affecting
other elements in the clause.
A confirming diagnostic for relevance was also considered in advance:
this is the ability of the semantic notion expressed by the category, or a
closely related semantic notion, to be expressed lexically as a component of
a verb's meaning. Thus changes in valence (the number of arguments a verb
can take) are morphological in many languages, but may have lexical expression in English pairs such as sit and set, lie and lay, die and kill. Thus the
term lexical expression will be used to mean the combination in a single
lexical unit of the lexical meaning of the verb with a meaning similar to that
expressed in a morphological category. 7 Lexical expression is more likely
when a greater meaning change results from the combination of a stem and
a modifying semantic notion. Thus lexical expression becomes important in
explaining why the most relevant categories are not necessarily the most
frequent inflectional categories: a highly relevant category that makes a large
meaning change can have lexical or derivational expression, thereby detracting from the number of instances of inflectional expression.
We turn now to the application of the notion of relevance to the verbal
categories that can be inflectional in the languages of the world:
Valence refers to changes in the number and the roles of the arguments
that the verb stem can take. Valence-changing categories such as transitive,
intransitive and causative are relevant to the situation described in the verb
stem, in the sense that any changes in the number and role of the participants
can have a profound effect on the situation described by the verb stem. While
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lbe rele'f'llllce of morphological categories

The particular verbal categories investigated were those that can be
inflectional in some language, although derivational expression of these
categories was noted also, and will be discussed here. An inflectional category
is one that is bound to the stem, and whose expression is obligatory in the
particular grammatical context. 3 If a category is obligatory the lack of a
marker for the category in the context will be taken as signalling one member
of the category, i.e., as the zero expression of the category. For example,
the Australian language Tiwi (Osborne 1974) has a verbal prefix meaning
"at a distance". It is not considered an inflectional prefix, however, because
when the prefix is absent, the verb does not mean "close by", but rather says
nothing whatever about distance. On the other hand, the Spanish verb canta
has no marker for person or number, and yet is interpreted as 3rd person
singular. Thus person and number are inflectional categories of Spanish. 4
It was hypothesized in advance that the inflectional categories would be
valence, voice, aspect, tense, mood, subject agreement for number, person,
and gender, and object agreement for the same.s The categories were also
defined in advance using definitions from the literature on morphology. It
was recognized that these definitions might have to be modified in light of
the categories actually found in the fifty languages. However, this was not
the case. The definitions proved remarkably suitable for the individual languages investigated, a confirmation ofthe accuracy ofthe collective intuitions
of linguists, and the inherent comparability of the languages of the world. 6
The few problems that did arise with the definitivu3 will be mentioned below
in various places.
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valence affects the choice of arguments of the verb, it does not refer to the
arguments or have the arguments in its scope. Valence only affects the meaning of the verb stem, which then determines the number and role of the
arguments selected. (Cf. subject agreement markers, which refer only to the
arguments and do not affect the lexical content of the verb stem.) The change
in meaning is sometimes dramatic, as in the case of causatives, predicting a
tendency toward lexical expression of valence categories, such as the English
die vs. kill and fall vs. drop. Very often in languages a distinction such as
that between transitive and intransitive figures is an important morphological
distinction, even if it does not always qualify as an inflectional one. For
example, the following intransitive/transitive pairs represent a widespread
distinction made in Hebrew (Berman 1978): avad 'work' vs. ibed 'cultivate';
yaca 'go out' vs. yice 'export'; andpaxat 'lessen' vs. pixet 'devaluate'.
Voice indicates the perspective from which the situation described by
the verb stem is viewed, and in particular, voice distinctions, according to a
description by Barber 1975, change the relation that the surface subject has
to the verb. In the active, the subject is the doer of the action; in the passive,
the subject is affected by the action; in the reflexive, reciprocal and middle,
the subject both performs the action and is affected by the action. Voice,
then, is relevant both to the verb and to its arguments. In signalling a "deviant
function" of the subject, it changes the roles of the NPs in the sentence, as
well as the perspective from which the situation described by the verb is
viewed. It is not surprising, then, that voice may be morphologically coded
on the NPs of the sentence, on the verb, or on both. Distinctions in perspective that resemble voice distinctions also occur lexically, for instance in English verbs such as buy and sell, give and receive. Some reflexive verbs in
Romance languages, such as Spanish, have taken on unpredictable meanings,
and have become lexicalized: acordar 'to agree, to decide upon' vs. acordarse
de 'to remember', echar 'to throw' vs. echarse (a) 'to begin to', volver 'to
turn, to return' vs. volverse 'to become'. These examples show that the meaning expressed by voice categories is relevant enough to the verb to be combinable in lexical expression, and further that the amount of semantic change
is sufficient to lead to lexicalization, at least in some cases.
Distinctions in aspect include different ways of viewing "the internal
temporal constituency of a situation" (Comrie 1976, taken from Holt 1943).
The perfective aspects (inceptive, punctual and completive) view the situation as a bounded entity, and often put an emphasis on i~s beginning or end.
The imperfective aspects in contrast do not view the situation as bounded,

but rather as ongoing in either a durative, continuative or habitual sense.
Aspect, then, refers exclusively to the action or state described by the verb.
It does not affect the participants, nor does it refer to them.s Thus, it might
be said that aspect is the category that is most directly and exclusively relevant
to the verb.
Many languages have aspectual distinctions expressed lexically (Aktionsart), such as English do vs. complete, and know vs. realize. It is also common
to find aspectual distinctions expressed in derivational morphology, as in
Latinfacere "to do" and conficere "to complete", or inchoative amo "I love"
and amasco "I begin to love", dormio "I sleep" and obdormisco "I fall
asleep". These usually express more specific meanings, such as inchoative,
as in the Latin example, or completive as in Russian uiina( "have supper',
which contrasts with otuiinat', which means 'finish supper'.
When aspect is an inflectional category, the meaning change effected
by it tends, as predicted, to be small. Hopper (1977, 1979) has argued that
inflectional aspect serves to indicate how the action or state described by the
verb should be viewed in the context of the whole discourse. Background
information is expressed by imperfective verb forms, and the foregrounded
information of the main narrative line appears in perfective verb form. This
discourse use of aspect leaves the basic meaning of the verb unaffected, and
only changes its relation to the discourse unit.
Tense is a deictic category that places a situation in time with respect to
the moment of speech, or occasionally with respect to some other pre-established point in time. It is a category that has the whole proposition within
its scope, and yet it seems to be always marked on the verb, if at all. This is
so in part because it is the verb that binds the proposition together, and
makes it refer to a situation that can be placed in time. But another reason
that tense is marked on the verb rather than on, for example, the nominal
arguments, is that, as Giv6n 1979 has observed, nouns usually refer to timestable entities, while verbs refer to situations that are not time-stable. 9 Thus
it is the verb that needs to be placed in time if the event or situation is to be
placed in time, since the entities involved in the situation usually exist both
prior to and after the referred to situation. Because tense has the whole
proposition in its scope, it is somewhat less relevant to the verb than aspect,
but somewhat more relevant than mood and agreement categories.
A tense distinction does not affect the meaning of the verb, since the
situation referred to by the verb remains the same whether it is said to occur
in the present or the past. Consequently, it is rare to find examples of a tense
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distinction expressed lexically. To illustrate what a real case would be like,
consider English go and went. They are lexicalized in form, since there is no
way to predict the form of one from the other, but they do not constitute a
real example of lexical expression, since they must be viewed as a suppletive
expression of a general inflectional category of English. A similar pair in a
language with no inflectional tense categories would be a genuine example.
Mood distinctions express what the speaker wants to do with the proposition in the particular discourse. This will include expression of assertion
(indicative), non-assertion (subjunctive), command (imperative), and warning ( admonitive). It also includes other expressions of the speaker's attitude
about the truth of the proposition, such as indications about the possibility,
probability or certainty of the truth, as well as the source of the information
(evidentials). Even when mood is expressed as a verbal inflection, it is clear
that it has the whole proposition in its scope, and does not only modify the
verb. Furthermore, since it expresses the speaker's attitude, it does not have
a direct effect on the situation described by the verb. Both of these properties
make mood less relevant to the verb than either aspect or tense. Thus we
might expect mood to occur less frequently as an inflectional category of
verbs than aspect and tense. Since mood cannot affect the meaning of a verb,
examples of lexical expression of mood-like distinctions are rare or non-existent.IO
Agreement categories in verbal inflection refer not to the situation
described by the verb, but rather to the participants in the situation. Thus
agreement categories are less relevant that categories that more directly
affect the meaning of the verb. Agreement categories commonly include
distinct markers for person (usually 1st, 2nd and 3rd), number (singular,
dual and plural) and less frequently agreement by gender or classifier. Not
all of these agreement categories have the same status with regard to our
hypothesis, however. While person and gender categories seem to have little
effect ·on the meaning of a verb, and are, as mentioned above, rarely
lexicalized, number is somewhat diffemt. The number of participants in a
situation, whether agents or recipients of an action, can affect the situation.
Thus lexicalized distinctions based on singular vs. plural participants do exist,
e.g. English run vs. stampede, murder vs. massacre. And, as we shall see
below, some examples of systematically lexicalized or derivational expression
of number showed up in the cross-linguistic survey.
To summarize this section, a diagram is presented below with the inflectional categories we have discussed arranged in approximate order of degree

of relevance to a verb. The categories on the higher end allow lexical as well
as inflectional expression, while those on the lower end allow only inflectional.
lexical
inflectional
Expression
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This scale predicts which categories are most likely to be expressed
morphologically in conjunction with a verb stem. It alone does not predict
which categories are the most likely to be expressed as inflectional categories.
To arrive at that prediction, we must take this linear scale and bend it into
a bell-shaped curve. The categories in the middle will be the highest points
on the curve, that is, the most likely to be inflectional categories for verbs.
The likelihood of inflectional expression drops off on either end, but for
different reasons. On one end it drops off because the categories become
less relevant to the verb. On this end of the scale lie the agreement categories.
On the other end the scale drops off because the categories involved make
larger and less predictable semantic changes, and are thus more likely to be
lexicalized. Such a curve, then, emphasizes nicely the position of inflectional
morphology as lying between syntactic expression and lexical expression.
2.

Cross-linguistic data

The sample of languages used in this survey is described in detail in
Perkins 1980, and summarized in Bybee 1985. One relevant fact will be noted
here: because the sample was chosen to be representative of the languages
of the world, and free of genetic or areal biases, and not chosen for convenience, as most samples are, it happens that in some cases the information
about the languages is not complete. It is preferable to tolerate this situation,
and take account of poor descriptions where they occur, than to bias the
sample by chosing languages on the basis of the availability of information.
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The descriptions of the fifty languages were studied and information
Poor documentation is not a serious problem, however, since close to 90%
of the descriptions used give a very complete account of the verbal morphol- concerning the verbal morphology was extracted, and coded according to
ogy of the language.
the definitions of categories given above. Figure 1 shows the percentage of
languages that have each of the categories as morphological markers on
verbs. Note that the markers counted here are not necessarily inflectional,
that is, obligatory, but the occurrence of any verbal morphology, whether
inflectional or derivational is recorded.
100
The categories are listed in the order of their relevance to the verb, as
established
above. The prediction was that the more relevant categories
90
90%
would be more frequent, and there would be a gradual decrease in frequency
as relevance decreased. The prediction is upheld in a general way, but impor80I
tant deviations from a simple linear scale point to the need to consider factors
74%
other than relevance. Indeed it was not expected that the scale would be any
more regular than it is, since the categories differ so much in their functions.
70I
What the deviations would be, however, was not always predictable in
66%
64%
advance.
We will discuss the various surprises as we examine each category
60I
individually again.
56%
56%
Perhaps the most striking finding is the near universality of valenceso)
changing morphology in the languages of the world. In 90% of the languages
48%
of the sample there was evidence for causative, transitivizing or intransitivizing morphology, with causative markers tending to be the most frequent. Of
40)
the six languages not included in this 90%, the information about three of
them was incomplete, and I suspect that all of these also have valence-chang30I
28%
ing morphology. There were only two languages which appeared to actually
lack valence morphology, and these languages, Haitian Creole and Viet20I
namese, have very little verbal morphology of any kind. There were six
languages which had valence morphology but lacked any other morphological
categories for verbs. This means that if a language has any verbal morphology
10I
at all, it has valence-changing morphology.
This generalization seems to hold for developing creole languages as
Miihlhausler 1980 reports that the first verbal morphology in Tok Pisin,
well.
,..-..
1-<
II)
1-<
c
"0
t)
II)
II)
c
t)
besides
the general predicate marker i-, which occurs on all verbs, is the
~
~
0
0
II)
.D
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"0
"'c
0
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0..
~
-~
"'
._,
c
transitive
verb marker -im, which develops into a causative suffix. While
e
....
II)
1-<,D
II)
e
ca>
::1
II)
0
"'ell
0..
Oil
c
0.. '-"
Tok Pisin also shows the development of aspect and number morphemes,
these morphemes are not bound to the verb. Only the valence morphology
is bound to the verb stem.
The centrality of valence is evident not only in the frequency with which
verbal markers of valence are found, but also in the number of times the
Figure 1. Morphological categories marked on verbs.
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transitive/intransitive distinction is mentioned as a basic organizational
dichotomy in the construction of the verb and the clause. It is easy to see
why this should be so. One of the most basic manipulations of a situation is
a change in the number and role of the participants. Valence changing morphology allows the expression of similarity among situations involving a different set of participant roles, by using the same verb stem, while simultaneously signalling a difference in the situation by adding an affix. When languages do not have valence morphology, they must either use the same
unchanged verb stem despite valence changes, as in English The door opened.
vs. The clerk opened the door, or have separate lexical stems for describing
similar situations with a different set of participants, as in English go vs. send
or fall vs. drop. The former solution fails to register the change in the situation
in the verb itself, and the latter fails to register the similarity among situations
involving different participant roles.
The lower frequency of voice categories as verbal markers is probably
due to the fact that changes in sentence perspective can be signalled in various
ways that do not involve verbal morphology, e.g. by changes in word order,
or by markers on nouns. Voice is in the position of having more than the
verb stem in its scope. We could say, perhaps that it has the whole proposition
in its scope, since it affects the arguments in addition to the verb. However,
it differs from mood, which also has the whole proposition in its scope, in
that voice can have an effect on the meaning of the main verb of the proposition. That is, an event can be viewed as a different event depending on the
perspective, e.g. buy vs. sell. Perhaps this is a case where relevance and
semantic change should be distinguished: voice is less relevant to the verb
since it affects the arguments of the verb as well as the verb, but it can
produce a meaning change in the verb, which accounts for the possibility of
lexicalized voice distinctions.
Aspect morphology is the second most frequent after valence changing
morphology. This is to be expected, given the importance of aspect to the
verb, and the fact that aspect rarely affects any element in the sentence other
than the verb. Note that the languages that were not counted as having
morphological aspect might have aspect expressed through auxiliary constructions or other periphrastic means.
Tense, which should be more relevant to the verb, is less frequent as a
morphological category in the languages of the world than mood and even
the agreement categories of person and number. This is not because tense
is expressed in some other way in the sentence. In fact, it is my guess that

tense is not commonly expressed in any way other than by verbal morphology
(although this is not something I checked in the survey). Thus it appears that
for some reason tense is simply not as common as a grammatical category
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as, for example, mood.
Mood and number and person agreement with the subject are less frequent than valence and aspect as verbal morphology, as the relevance
hypothesis predicts, and agreement with the object, and agreement by gender
are even less frequent. Since these categories are almost always inflectional,
and rarely derivational or lexical, they will be discussed in conjunction with
Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows the percentage of languages that have each category as
an inflectional category. Recall that in addition to being bound to the verb
stem, an inflectional category is defined as one that is obligatorily expressed
given the grammatical context. While Figure 1 includes both derivational
and inflectional expression, Figure 2 includes only inflectional expression.
As we said at the end of the last section, we expect the inflectional categories
to occur in the middle of the relevance scale, with the likelihood of inflectional
expression dropping off at both ends. It drops off at the high relevance pole
because of the increased likelihood of derivational or lexical expression, and
it drops off at the other end because of the likelihood of periphrastic or
syntactic expression. This prediction is nicely supported by the data. Figure
2 shows the predicted bell-shaped curve.
There are differences between Figures 1 and 2 only in valence, voice,
aspect and number. These were the only categories that were found to have
derivational expression. Valence, voice and aspect were predicted in advance
to allow derivational expression, because they are highly relevant to the verb,
but number, as an agreement category, would not be expected to occur as
a derivational category. This interesting anamoly will be discussed in section
6.
Valence categories hardly ever fit the definition of an inflectional category because there are few cases (if any) of languages in which a specific
marker is required on a verb to signal valence, and in which the absence of
that marker signals a particular member of the valence category. This rarely
occurs because all languages seem to have verbs that are inherently transitive
or intransitive. On the other hand, languages that have object agreement
marked on the verb have an obligatory expression of valence, but its markers
are not uniquely valence markers, since they signal number, person, and
gender categories of the object. There are only two languages that were
counted as having inflectional valence, Kutenai and Maasai. Both of these
languages have benefactive and instrumental markers for verbs. Presumably
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these markers occur obligatorily in clauses that have an instrument or a
benefactor present, and their absence signals the absence ofthese arguments.
There might still be verbs that do not need these markers, but inherently
take instruments or benefactors, in which case the inflectional status of valence would be questionable here, too. In addition, Maasai, a Nilo-Hamitic
language, may have other evidence of inflectional valence. Maasai has object
agreement. If object agreement is not present on a transitive verb, it is still
interpreted as transitive with a 3rd person object. If an intransitive reading
is desired, then a suffix must be added to the verb: arany "I sing it or them",
ado/ "I see it or them", aranyisho "I sing", and adolisho "I see" (Tucker and
Mpaayei 1955). Maasai appears to come very close to having obligatory,
bound expression of valence.
Voice is inflectional if there is a general verbal marker for forming nonactive voices, and if the absence of this marker necessarily signals active
voice. Voice morphemes wer!! counted as derivational in cases such as
Diegueiio, where two suffixes were described as having a passive-like meaning (be in a state resulting from an action), but were described under the
category of "stem-formation" (which usually means derivation). These suffixes appear to be restricted to certain verbs, and further, Langdon points
out that in some cases it is not clear whether a form should be analyzed as
containing one of these suffixes or not, because the meaning is not transparent
enough to be a sufficient clue (Langdon 1970:97).
Where aspect is inflectional it usually involves a very general perfective/
imperfective distinction, with further distinctions occasionally made in the
imperfective. Where it is derivational, it often represents an iterative meaning, with inceptive and durative also occurring. Tense, as we said before, is
only inflectional and never derivational. The tenses represented in the sample
were present, past, future and recent past (or anterior, resultative).
Mood turned out to be the most frequent inflectional category. This is
partly due to the high frequency of markers to distinguish imperative from
indicative, which occurred in 50% of the languages. It is also related to
the large number of contrasts available in the mood category. The following
were found to occur in three or more languages of the sample (listed in
decreasing order of frequency): imperative, indicative, negative, probable,
interrogative, subjunctive, optative, conjunctive, conditional, and dubitative. Further, a single language contrasts up to eight members of the mood
category (eight moods were counted in Pawnee and Yukaghir).
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The most common type of inflectional system for verbs includes mood
and either tense or aspect or both. There were only five languages that have
mood but neither tense nor aspect. Among these, however, three have derivational aspect, and in the other two cases the information appears to be
incomplete. Languages with tense or aspect and not mood are even rarer.
In one of these, the perfective form is used in the imperative and in two
cases the information appears to be incomplete. But even when we do not
make allowances for derivational aspect and unclear cases, 73% of the languages that have any verbal inflection at all have mood and either tense or
aspect as inflectional categories.
Greenberg's 1963 finding that person/number inflection on verbs implies
tense, aspect or mood inflection is true of this sample as well. There are no
languages that have person or number marking that do not also have either
tense, aspect or mood inflections. However, the number of languages that
have tense, aspect or mood inflections and do not have person or number
agreement is not as great as might be expected. Out of 35 languages that
have tense, aspect or mood, only 7 or 20% do not have agreement.n It
happens, further, that six of these seven languages are SOY languages, and
the seventh, Logbara, has SOY word order in imperfective clauses, and SVO
in perfective clauses (Crazzolara 1960). Thus it is much more common for
a language with tense, aspect or mood to also have person or number agreement than not. In the present sample, all VO languages with tense, aspect
or mood inflections also have agreement categories marked on the verb.

3.

lbe order of morphemes

It is often observed that derivational morphemes occur closer to the
root to which they attach than inflectional morphemes do. If there is a correspondence between what can be derivational or lexical and its relevance
to the root meaning, then we might also expect the degree of relevance in
general to predict the order of occurrence of morphemes with respect to a
root or stem. More specifically, among the inflectional categories that we
have surveyed, we would expect the most relevant to occur closest to the
verb stem, and the least relevant to occur at the greatest distance from the
verb stem. This type of ordering relation appears to hold for nouns. Greenberg 1963 reports that when both number and case are present on the same
side of the noun base, "the expression of number almost always comes
between the noun base and the expression of case" (Greenberg 1963:112).
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We would interpret this as having a principled basis: namely that the expression of number occurs closer to the noun base because it is more relevant to the
meaning of the noun. Number has a direct effect on the entity or entities
referred to by the noun. Case, on the other hand, has no effect on what
entity is being referred to, but rather, only changes the relation of that same
entity to the other entities in the clause.
The prediction concerning the ordering of verbal inflections was tested
on the most frequent of the inflectional categories - aspect, tense, mood,
and person - in the 50 languages surveyed, and it was found to be a valid
prediction with very few exceptions.
Before presenting these results, it is necessary to mention several factors
that complicated the test of the ordering hypothesis. First, there are many
cases in which it is impossible to discern the relative order of two morphemes
because they are fused together in portmanteau expression. This was especially true of aspect and tense morphemes, and of mood and person morphemes. These cases had no bearing on the test of the hypothesis. Second,
in some cases, the two morphemes in question occurred on different sides
of the verb stem. These cases were also irrelevant, unless one morpheme
occurred adjacent to the stem while the other occurred at least one morpheme
removed from it. Then, in these cases, the former was counted as being
closer to the stem than the latter. A third situation which rendered a case
irrelevant was a situation in which the morphemes in question were mutually
exclusive and occurred in the same position. Finally, there were cases in
which one morpheme was an affix, but the other was expressed through a
modification of the stem, i.e. by reduplication or a vowel change. In these
cases, the morpheme expressed by stem modification was counted as occurring closer to the stem than the morpheme expressed by affixation.
The morphemes were examined in pairs to determine their relative
order. The results are as follows:
Aspect markers were found to be closer to the stem than tense markers
in 8 languages, while the opposite order did not occur in the sample. There
were a total of 18languages that have both aspect and tense, but in 10 cases
their ordering was not relevant to the hypothesis.
Aspect markers were found to be closer to the stem than mood markers
in 10 languages, out of a total of 23 that have both aspect and mood. There
were no languages in the sample in which the mood marker occurred closer
to the stem than the aspect marker.
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Aspect markers were found to be closer to the stem than person markers
in 12 out of 21 languages. In one language, Navaho, the person markers
occur closer to the stem than the aspect marker.

tightly fused, while the less relevant morphemes will have a looser association
with the verb stem. This hypothesis can be tested by examining both the
effect that the inflectional category has on the surface expression of the stem,
and the effect that the stem has on the surface expression of the inflectional
category. We are interested here in morpho-phonemic effects that have gone
beyond the point of being phonologically conditioned, and are morphologically or lexically conditioned. As examples of cases where the inflectional
category has an effect on the verb stem, we will cite languages in which a
change in the verb stem is the main signal for an inflectional category 01
regularly co-occurs with another overt signal of an inflectional category
Aspect conditions changes in the verb stem more frequently than any
other inflectional category. In Burushaski and Touareg, vowel and consonant
changes in the stem are the primary signals of aspect. In Temiar, reduplication
of the stem is the only signal of aspect. In Sierra Miwok and Wappo, stem
changes (especially of stress and length in the former language) regularly
accompany aspectual suffixes. In Serbo-Croatian, a system of highly fused
prefixes and suffixes, accompanied at times by internal stem changes, are
the signals of verbal aspect. In Nahuatl, Pawnee, Ojibwa, Zapotec and
Navaho there are internal sandhi processes that accompany the affixation of
aspectual morphemes. This internal sandhi is often specific to these morphemes, and involves fusion of the affix to the stem by means of consonant
and vowel loss or modification.
Stem changes are much less frequent with other categories, but they do
occur. Sierra Miwok and Wappo have stem change processes for tense that
are similar to those for aspect. Nahuatl has stem changes associated with
tense in some irregular verbs. As for mood, Sierra Miwok has stem changes
associated with the Volitional, while Navaho, Pawnee and Ojibwa have internal sandhi associated with the affixation of various mood morphemes. There
seem to be no examples in the sample of languages in which the only method
of signalling tense or mood is by internal changes in the verb stem.
There are no cases in which simple number agreement conditions stem
changes as a regular process, but in Acoma and Pawnee there are some verb
stems that change in the plural forms. In cases such as Diegueiio, where
number distinctions by stem change permeate the whole system, number is
not so much an agreement category as it is an aspectual one. See the discussion
in section 6.
Stem changes with person categories are even more rare (Hooper 1979).
Acoma has stem changes with non-third person objects in a handful of
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Tense markers occur closer to the stem than mood markers in 9languages
out of 21 that have both tense and mood. In one languages, Tiwi, the mood
markers occur closer to the stem than the tense markers.
Tense markers occur closer to the stem than person markers in 8 languages out of the 17 that have both tense and person.
Mood markers occur closer to the stem than person markers in 13languages out of 26. In 5 languages the opposite order occurs.
The position of number markers was not tested because in a large majority of languages these markers occur in portmanteau expression with person
markers and an ordering of elements is impossible to determine. Thus for
the most part, where "person" occurs above, one may read "person and
number". This fusion of person and number markers is no doubt due to their
diachronic origins as subject (or object) pronouns. We will have more to say
below about the diachronic source of the order of morphemes.
The results of this survey give striking confirmation of the hierarchical
ordering of aspect, tense, mood and person. The strongest differences are
found between aspect and the other categories, and between tense and the
other categories, where there are almost no counter-examples to the predicted ordering. The ordering of mood and person is somewhat freer. These
results would correspond to the higher relevance of aspect and tense to the
verb, and lesser relevance of mood, which has the whole proposition in its
scope, and person, which refers to the participants. These results suggest a
"diagrammatic" relation between the meanings and their expression, such
that the "closer" (more relevant) the meaning of the inflectional morpheme
is to the meaning of the verb, the closer its expression unit will occur to the
verb stem. This type of diagrammatic relation is also evident in the degree
of fusion between the expression of the verb stem and the inflectional morphemes, a topic to which we now tum.

4.

Degree of fusion with the stem

If the meaning of an inflectional morpheme is highly relevant to the
verb, then it will often be the case that their surface expression units will be

l_
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verbs, and Navaho and Zapotec have limited internal sandhi with some
stems when certain of the person markers are contiguous. Only Maasai has
something slightly more spectacular: reduplication of thf stem in second
person plural of the habitual, and reduplication of the suffix in the same
person of the continuous. Further, in second singular and plural, and in first
plural, some verbs take an extra nasal after the stem prefix.
There are some languages in the sample that undoubtedly have stem
modifications that were not mentioned in the descriptions because the
descriptions were brief, e.g. Yukaghir. For that reason, the data presented
here are not complete, and are not reliably quantifiable. However, they most
likely indicate what would be found in a more complete survey - that stem
modifications associated with aspect are about twice as frequent as those
associated with other categories.
The effect of the verb stem on the affix, when it is not a purely phonological effect (and perhaps also when it is), may be taken as an additional
measure of the degree of fusion of the two elements. Under this heading are
cases in which the particular verb stem determines the choice of the allomorph
of the inflectional morpheme. For example, in Spanish, the entire verb conjugation system is based on three lexical classes of verb stem - the three
conjugation classes. These lexical classes determine the choice of the
allomorphs of certain aspects, such as the imperfect, but have no effect on
the person or number morphemes. This dependency of the imperfect
allomorphy on the verb stem is taken to be an indication of greater fusion.
In the sample, we find lexically-determined allomorphy for valence in
Ainu, Georgian, Malayalam and Quileute, for voice in Nahuatl, Georgian
and Quileute, for aspect in Serbo-Croatian, Nahuatl and Pawnee, for tense
only in Malayalam, and for mood in Burushaski, Iatmul and Yupik. There
are no cases of lexically-determined allomorphy for number or person.
The data, then, seem to support the relevance principle and the
hypothesis that the semantic fusion of elements is paralleled in the fusion of
expression units. In the case of the effect of the inflectional category on the
stem, aspect stands out as the category most frequently affecting the stem.
In the case of the effect of the stem on the inflectional allomorphy, number
and person stand out as the categories most rarely affected by the lexical
choice of the verb stem.
5.

Explaining the correlations

We have now examined data on the frequency of occurrence of inflec-
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tiona) categories in the languages of the world, the relative order of occurrence of the expression units of these categories within an inflected verb, and
the degree of fusion of these expression units with the verb stem. We have
found, as predicted earlier, that some categories occur more frequently in
the languages of the world, and these same categories tend to occur closer
to the verb stem, and exhibit a greater degree of fusion to the stem. These
correlations are undeniably strong, but their proposed explanation - that
some categories are semantically more reievant to verbs than others - is
viable only to the extent that mechanisms can be proposed which suggest
how relevance may influence the evolution of inflectional categories. Here
we will propose such mechanisms. Since much less is known about the evolution of languages than is known about their synchronic states, this section
must of necessity be speculative.
First, it is assumed that inflectional morphemes have their origins in full
words that develop a high frequency of use. These frequent items are gradually reduced both phonologically and semantically, and are simultaneously
gradually fused, again both phonologically and semantically, with lexical
matter contiguous in the syntactic string. The relevance principle predicts
that morphemes expressing meanings highly relevant to verbs will be more
likely to fuse with verbs than morphemes whose meanings are less relevant.
I would claim that there are two reasons for this: first, material that is highly
relevant to the verb tends to occur close to the verb in the syntactic string,
even before fusion takes place, and second, the psychological restructuring
of two words into one depends on the relatedness of the semantic elements
being joined, and their ability to form a coherent semantic whole. These two
points will be discussed separately.
It seems to be generally true that the order of morphemes within a word
reflects an earlier ordering of words within a sentence (Giv6n 1971, Vennemann 1973). Thus the high frequency of, for example, aspectual inflections, and their proximity to the verb stem, could be traceable solely to the
occurrence in earlier times of words expressing aspectual notions in positions
contiguous to the verb. This undoubtedly accounts for most morpheme order,
but it defers the questions rather than answering it, for we must still explain
why words expressing aspectual notions occur close to the main verb. Here
we find a wider domain for the relevance principle. As I mentioned at the
beginning, it has often been observed that words that function together in
the sentence tend to occur together in the sentence. Vennemann cites the
"principle of natural constituent structure" proposed by Bartsch, which he
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describes as follows:
This principle says that elements belonging together in
the hierarchy of semantic representation tend to be
Iexicalized and serialized in the surface representation
in such a way that hierarchical dependencies are directly
reflected in categorial operator-operand relationships
Vennemann illustrates this principle with examples from the ordering of
modals and auxiliaries, and the order of elements in a noun phrase. A similar
analysis is proposed by Foley and Van Valin 1981 who argue that the ordering
of elements in the English auxiliary reflects the increasingly wider scope of
the operators. The operator whose scope is primarily the verb (aspect)
appears closer to the verb, while the operator whose scope may include the
whole proposition (tense) occurs furthest from the verb. If there is a diagrammatic relation between the function of two semantic units and the proximity
of their expression units in the clause, then the morphological universals we
have discussed here may follow directly from these syntactic principles.
While it is true that a great deal about morphology may be explained
by applying the relevance criterion on the level of syntax, we cannot assume
that morphology is only fossilized syntax and stop at that. There is a great
deal of evidence that speakers actively reanalyze and sometimes restructure
their morphological systems, especially during language acquisition. For
instance, in Bybee and Brewer 1980 we discuss the restructuring of the preterite in Proven~:ral. In Old Proven ~:raJ, the segmentation of the preterite forms
into clear markers for aspect vs. person and number had become difficult.
The only consistent mark of the preterite was the stressed vowel following
the verbal root:
canta 'to sing'
cantei
can test
cantet

cantem
cantetz
canteren

venre 'to sell'
vendei
vendest
vendet

vendem
vendetz
venderon
Many Proven~:ral dialects restructured these forms by taking a consonant,
often the It/ of the third singular, to be the preterite marker, and adding
person/number markers to it (Ronjat 1937:193):
can tete
cantetes
cante

cantetem
cantetetz
canteton
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In this particular dialect, the third singular form eventually lost its final It/
due to a regular sound change. However, we can still observe the clear
pattern of restructuring, in which 1-et-1 functions as the preterite marker with
the person/number markers added after it. It is interesting to note that among
all the variations on this restructuring pattern in the many dialects of Proven~:ral, not one added the preterite marker after the person/number markers.
Another interesting example of restructuring that more directly involves
the order of morphemes within the verb occurs in Pengo, a Dravidian language (Burrow and Bhattacharya 1970). In Pengo, the past tense has the
following conjugation.
Past tense "to see"
singular
1 hurtaiJ
ex.
2 hurtay
3m hurtan
3f,n hurtat
f

plural
hurtap, incl. hurtas
hurtader
hurtar
hurtik, n. hurtiiJ

The perfect was apparently originally formed by the addition of the auxiliary
Ina! to the forms of the past tense. In fact, this pattern is still observable

occasionally, in forms such as viitayna 'I have come', kuccikna 'they (fem.
pl.) have sat down' and ravtiyna '(the rats) have excavated'. However, the
more usual conjugation shows forms in the first singular, and in the third
feminine and neuter plural in which a person/number marker is added after
the perfect marker, with phonological changes in the perfect marker in the
third feminine and neuter plural.
Perfect
hurtaiJnaiJ
hurtayna
hurtanna
hurtatna

hurtapna, hurtahna
hurtaderna
hurtama
hurtiknik, hurtigniiJ

In addition, sometimes the other forms are heard with the person/number
suffix added after Ina/: tustannan '3s has put on', kuccatanat 'fem. or neuter
sg. has sat down', temal pantatnat 'hair has grown long' and viitapnap 'we
have come'. In a less common paradigm the person/number suffixes occur
only once after the perfect marker:
hurtanag
hurtanay

hurtanap, hurtanas
hurtanader
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hurtanan
hurtanat

hurtanar
hurtanik, hurtinig

These examples show that the order of morphemes need not necessarily
reflect an earlier order of words, nor the chronological order in which inflectional morphemes develop. (See also Comrie 1980). Cases of reordering of
morphemes are not very common, so it will often be the case that morpheme
order reflects an earlier order of words, but it is important to recognize that
morphology is not immovable fossilized syntax. Speakers will sometimes
rework parts of their morphology. Thus the facts that have emerged from
the cross-linguistic survey may be interpreted as indicating the existence of
universal synchronic principles of linguistic organization. The implementation of these principles, however, must be understood partly in diachronic
terms. Thus we have claimed that the order of morphemes is in large part a
result of the order of words in the verb phrase, and that the frequency of
occurrence of certain categories as verbal inflections is a reflex of their frequent occurrence contiguous to the main verb. We have claimed that the
order of words in the verb phrase is at least partly determined by the relevance
principle. And this same principle may continue to apply in the active restructuring of morphology that goes on in every generation of language users.
Now we return to the question of whether the frequency of occurrence
of categories such as aspect in the languages of the world is merely a reflex
of the fact that words expressing aspectual notions often occur contiguous
to the main verb. I will claim that the creation of an inflectional category by
fusion is not just a mechanical operation that takes place automatically when
one word is reduced in the company of another. Rather, the process depends
upon the relatedness or relevance of the semantic notions in question, and
their ability to form a coherent semantic structure. A reducing morpheme
cannot fuse with just any adjacent lexical matter. Its fusion is both phonological and semantic, and the conditions must be right on both levels.
An interesting case that is relevant here is the case of the English
auxiliaries, which undergo extreme phonological reduction, attaching themselves to the subject noun or pronoun: I'll, I've, I'd, I'm, he's, etc. These
forms are highly fused phonologically, and yet when children acquire them,
they carefully split pronoun from auxiliary, and go through a long stage in
which the auxiliaries are produced primarily in their emphatic, whole word
forms (Bellugi 1967, Slobin 1973). The fusion of these elements is delayed,
or perhaps prevented entirely, by the incompatibility of modifying nominal
meanings with tense or aspectual notions. On the other hand, the reduced
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form of have that follows the modals should, would, could, and might has
largely lost its identity as the separate aspectual marker have for many speakers of English, who, when required to spell this sequence often render
should've as should of, and would've as would of, etc. Here the 've has come
to signal a tense difference, and is well on the way to becoming fused to the
modal it follows. The combinability of the tense notion with the modality
notions accounts for the possibility of total fusion in this case. 12
The total fusion of two morphemes into one word, whether it be a lexical
and inflectional morpheme or some other combination, depends entirely
upon the ability of a generation of language learners to analyze the sequence
of morphemes as belonging together in a single word. This means that the
sequence must have a meaning that is learnable as a whole. Interestingly
enough, the child language literature is full of observations about the very
early interpretation of verbs as expressing aspectual notions (Antinucci and
Miller 1976, Stephany 1981, Simoes and Stoel-Gammon 1979, Bloom et al.
1980), even in languages where aspect is not a part ofthe inflectional morphology (i.e., in Turkish [Aksu, personal communication), and in Hebrew [Berman, personal communication]). In languages that inflect verbs for aspect
as well as person and number, for instance, children mark the aspectual
distinctions on verbs long before they mark person/number agreement. It is
not that person and number are difficult concepts, because they are mastered
in the pronominal system long before they occur on verbs. It is simply the
combination of the notions referring to person/number agreement with verbal
notions that is more difficult to master. It seems that children exhibit a natural
tendency to treat certain notions together. This is a clear manifestation of
the relevance principle, and it has an effect on the formation of inflectional
morphology.
Consjder now the developments in Romance languages, especially
Spanish. There is a series of direct and indirect object pronouns which have
become clitics and occur in a fixed position right before the finite verb. These
pronouns are considered clitics because they are unstressed and do not occur
unless the verb is present. They are not considered inflections, however,
because they are not obligatory. If full noun phrases for direct or indirect
object occur in the sentence, the clitic pronouns need not occur. In other
words, the transitive verb is complete without the object pronoun clitics. In
another development in Spanish and other Romance languages, the Latin
auxiliary verb habere in its present and imperfect forms developed into a
suffix that marks future tense and conditional mood. These suffixes are bound
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to the infinitive, and are an obligatory part of the verb conjugation. If a verb
refers to a future activity it must be in the future tense, even if the tense is
clear from the context. Incidentally, object pronoun clitics formerly occurred
between the infinitive and the form of habere. Since the forms of habere
have become attached the clitic pronouns no longer occur in this position.
The clitic pronouns and habere are juxtaposed here to suggest that there
may be semantic reasons why the formation of inflection has gone to completion where tense and mood concepts are concerned but is delayed where
person/number agreement with objects is concerned. Since we have no absolute timetable for the formation of inflection, this case can only be used to
illustrate my suggestion, and not as evidence in favor of it.
My conclusion, then, with respect to the frequency of occurrence of
inflectional morphemes, as well as their order with respect to the verb stem,
is that the relevance principle governs the formation of inflection at every
stage. It sets up the syntactic conditions necessary, and in addition governs
the likelihood that an actual fusion will eventually take place.
6.

Apparent problems- number, negation and object agreement

Number agreement, negation and object agreement would appear to
present problems for our hypothesis for the following reason: these categories
exhibit properties of both high and low relevance categories. In this section
we will find that examining this problem in detail clarifies some of the assumptions behind the previous discussion, and reveals that far from contradicting
the relevance principle, the idiosyncracies of these categories lend further
support to it. We begin with a discussion of number categories.
Since number marking on verbs is an agreement category referring to
the arguments of the verb, and is often fused in expression with person
agreement, our hypothesis predicts that number should have little if any
effect on the shape of the verb stem and that it should not be found in
derivational or lexical expression. However, the survey of 50 languages
revealed fourteen languages where number does not behave as predicted.
The languages are Acoma, Ainu, Burushaski, Diegueiio, Garo, Kiwai,
!Kung, Kwakiutl, Maasai, Ojibwa, Pawnee, Sierra Miwok, Tarascan, and
Tongan. Six of these languages are North American, but the geographic
discontinuity of the others makes it impossible to consider this just an areal
phenomenon. In Acoma, Burushaski, Maasai, Ojibwa and Pawnee there
are inflectional categories of number agreement for both subject and object,
and in addition stem changes accompanying the inflection for a large number
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of verbs in Acoma, and for a small number in the other three languages.
Diegueno and Kwakiutl do not have obligatory categories for number agreement but signal plural subjects through stem modifications of some irregularity. Ainu, !Kung and Tongan have no real inflectional morphology for verbs
at all, and yet have lexical or derivational differentiation of stems for number.
Tongan has different stems for a small number of mostly intransitive verbs,
but !Kung and Ainu show differentiation according to the number of the
object of the transitive verb and the subject of the intransitive for a substantial
list of core verbs. In Ainu, some of these are formed with the addition of a
suffix -pa, as in ama, amapa "to put or place", rai, raipa "to die", but there
are also a number of suppletive stems, such as ashte, roshki "to set up", and
raige, ronnu "to kill". In !Kung the singular/plural pairs appear to be morphologically unrelated: qu "take (sg. obj.)" and n/'hwi "take (pl. obj.)"; !ei
"die (sg. subj.) and !ao "die (pl. subj. )". In !Kung, it appears that the number
of the absolutive is a lexical or subcategorization distinction rather than an
agreement category.
We have already mentioned that the stem-changing category of plural
in Diegueiio and Kwakiutl behaves like a derivational category because of
the non-obligatoriness, the formal irregularity and the unpredictability of
meaning. Pawnee, Sierra Miwok and Tarascan have non-obligatory affixes
that signal plurality of the absolutive or object. In Pawnee and Sierra Miwok,
the meaning of the derivational affix or process covers plurality of subject
or object, but also (and sometimes primarily) iteration of action. In Diegueiio
distribution of action for objects is included, and in Kwakiutl and Pawnee
distribution over space. Some verbs in Diegueiio have two plural forms, one
distributive and one collective. Consider the following examples (Langdon
1970: 123):
u:cal
u:ca:l

"he splits it"
"they each split one thing, or he splits it several times"
(distributive)
ucxa:l "they (a bunch) each split one, or they (together) split it
several times" (collective)

"he asks for something"
ti:kay
ti:ka:yp "he is (or they are) a beggar (beggars), i.e., to be in a state
resulting form repeatedly asking for things"
(possibly a distributive connotation)
t~t~ka:y "they ask for something (or things)" (collective)
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In Pawnee the distributive morpheme wa: can have the following meanings
when prefixed to verbs (Parks 1976:279-280):

context, and it is always transparent in the sense that its combination with
a stem always produces a predictable meaning. Lexical or derivational meaning sometimes has more content that inflectional, it is often idiosyncratic by
lexical item, and it often involves multiple components of meaning. For
instance, a few pairs of verbs in English are differentiated according to the
plurality of the absolutive argument, e.g. run vs. stampede and kill vs. massacre. In both cases, however, there is more to the meaning difference than
the fact that the second verb in each case involves plural arguments. Still the
number difference is one essential component of the meaning difference in
these pairs.
Thus to say that a category can be expressed both inflectionally and
lexically is to say that two very closely related, and partially overlapping
meanings can be expressed in these two ways. There may be other complicating components of meaning involved as well, as in the cases just cited (i.e.
run vs. stampede), or the semantic correspondence may be very close. A
very good example is the inflecti!Jnal difference in Spanish between Imperfect
sabfa "he knew" on the one hand, and Preterite supo which is inceptive and
means "he came to know". This distinction is a close as one could possibly
get to the distinction in English between the meaning of the lexical items
"he knew" and "he found out".
Kurylowicz 1964: 35 argues that there is a correlation of certain inflectional and derivational categories. In particular he says there is a close affinity
between aspect and Aktionsart; passive voice and derived intransitive verbs;
participle and verbal adjective; infinitive and verbal noun; plural and collective (in nouns), etc. I agree that the categories he names cover adjoining
and overlapping areas of semantic space. I have claimed further that certain
inflectional categories do not correlate with or adjoin any derivational
categories: in particular, mood, tense, and agreement. These categories, by
their meanings, are inherently less relevant to the lexical content of verbs,
and thus do not overlap with derivational meaning. Number is different,
however, in the following sense. While number agreement itself is not highly
relevant to verbs, it overlaps with distributive and iterative meanings in cases
where multiple involved participants imply repeated action. This gives
number the possibility of exhibiting expression properties of a highly relevant
category such as aspect.
The second apparent problem is with negation. I have classified negation
as a mood because it roughly fits the definition of mood as expressing "what
the speaker wants to do with the proposition in the particular discourse".

/wa: + wiu:s/ wa:wius "to defecate here and there"
/wa: + wari/ wa:wari "to go about all over"
Ira+ wa: + hak/ rawa:hat "to pass to (various people)"
/wa: + ul wa:?u "to give (various things)"
/ut.. .rec + wa:w + is/ ut- recpa:wis "to learn things"

About Sierra Miwok, Freeland (1951: 112) says
Ordinarily, in Miwok there is no expression of plurality
in the verb apart from person. The transition between
the idea of discontinuous iteration and that of plurality
of subject or object, however, is very easy. Many of
these iterative verbs that are transitive in meaning
convey quite definitely the idea of a plural object.
Some of his examples are the following:
po'~a:lma'~ta-

ha'~ta-
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"to slit open"; po'~:a/-i:- "to slit open several"
"to kill"; ma'~:at-i:- "to kill several"
"to toss"; ha'~:at-i:- "to toss away repeatedly or several"

These examples demonstrate that when plurality is a derivational (and
perhaps also a lexical) category, its meaning extends beyond pure agreement
with the arguments of the verb. Plurality of subject or object overlaps with
iteration of action. This situation corresponds precisely to the predictions of
our hypothesis. When the category has a meaning that more directly affects
the lexical content of the verb, that is, is relevant to the event described by
the verb, it has an expression that is more highly fused with the verb stem,
or it has lexical or derivational expression.
However, a problem still exists because it was claimed earlier that
categories on the high end of the relevance scale could have derivational or
lexical expression while categories on the low end could not. If number
agreement is on the low end of the relevance scale why is it that it is related
to meanings that are highly relevant?
This question requires a clarification of what it means to say that the
same semantic notion is expressed inflectionally and lexically. I do not mean
by this that precisely the same meaning can be expressed in two different
ways. There will always be a difference between inflectional and lexical meaning. Inflectional meaning is always very general, it is often redundant in

L
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However, it is clear that negation is different from other members of the
category mood in that it has a quite direct effect on the meaning of the
proposition and does not particularly serve to establish the discourse function
of the proposition. Negation further differs from other moods in that it may
have varying scope: at times the whole proposition is in the scope of negation,
and at other times only a portion of the proposition. For these reasons it is
not surprising that negation sometimes has lexical or derivational expression
in addition to inflectional. For instance, in Korean, the verb cota "to like"
contrasts lexically with the verb silta "to dislike", and itta "to exist, be present"
contrasts lexically with optta "to not exist, be absent". Further, in some
languages there are derivational affixes of negation for verbs. These usually
occur on stative or adjectival predicates, but they do nonetheless exist.
The third apparent problem is not so easy to dispatch. Object agreement
is anamolous with respect to our hypothesis because it is less frequent in the
languages of the world than subject agreement, (indicating less relevance),
but occurs closer to the verb stem than subject agreement in eight languages,
with the opposite order occuring in only three languages, (indicating more
relevance). In other cases we found that the frequency of occurrence of a
category in verbal morphology correlates with our predictions about the
relevance of that category to a verb, and that the order in which the marker
of a category occurs with respect to the stem also correlates with predictions
about the relevance of the category.
Object agreement for person, number and noun class does not itself
directly affect the lexical content of a verb (i.e. is not highly relevant). However, like number agreement, object agreement is related semantically to a
category that does have high relevance for the meaning of the verb, i.e.,
valence. Valence-changing categories deal primarily with the presence vs.
absence of an object, and occasionally with properties of that object, such
as animacy. Indeed, in a language such as Nahuatl, the structure ofthe word
is rather different for transitive and intransitive verbs owing to the presence
vs. absence of object agreement markers. Despite this affinity to valence,
evidence that object agreement is highly relevant is lacking. Object agreement never occurs closer to the verb stem than aspectual markers, and occurs
closer to the stem than a tense marker in only one language in the sample,
and occurs closer than mood in only three languages (cf. subject agreement,
which occurs closer than mood in five languages).
Given that object agreement is not totally misplaced on the relevance
scale, the question of the relative relevance of subject and object agreement
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still remains. If subjects are more relevant to the verb, why does the object
marker tend to occur closer to the verb stem? If objects are more relevant
to the verb, why is subject agreement a more frequent inflectional category?
An answer to the latter questions suggests itself more readily than an answer
to the former. Besides, the affinity of verbs and their object is well known:
in a majority of the languages of the world, the object occurs adjacent to
the verb in the basic word order, and forms a constituent with the verb. 12
So it is the higher frequency of subject agreement that has to be explained.
There are two factors that might be considered. One is the fact that objects
do not occur in as many sentences as subjects do. Thus subject pronouns,
which are usually the source of subject agreement markers could more easily
become obligatory than object pronouns, which occur only in transitive sentences. The other factor is that subjects are more often topical than objects,
and are perhaps more frequently pronominalized. Thus subject pronouns
might be more frequent than object pronouns, which would facilitate their
reduction to bound morphology.
7.

Conclusions

The last example illustrates the multiplicity of factors that will have to
be invoked if we attempt a full explanation of why inflectional categories
represent the meanings they do, and why they occur where they do. Relevance of the grammatical meaning to the lexical stem has been proposed
here as one important factor, and the amount of semantic change brought
about by the combination of the two units has also been mentioned. In Bybee
1985, the general applicability of a semantic unit to a wide range of lexical
stems is also suggested as a factor that determines the possibility of inflectional expression. This is similar to the explanation just proposed for the
higher frequency of subject over object agreement. But if we want to explain
why we find valence, voice, aspect, tense, mood and agreement categories
marked on verbs rather than the scores of other logical possibilities we will
have to investigate a wider range of discourse and cognitive factors for
answers.
In 1921, Edward Sapir proposed a classification of concepts which distinguished between "concrete" or lexical concepts and "relational" or grammatical concepts. Among the latter he distinguished three degrees of abstractness
that correlated with different types of expression. In his discussion, however,
he took care to emphasize that any particular category might appear at any
point on the scale in a particular language.
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uniqueness of the language he or she was describing, and was at pains to show how different it
was from the more familiar languages, often eschewing conventional labels for categories, and
inventing new ones. Since I used the descriptions of the functions of the categories the authors
gave, rather than the labels they put on them, the survey is not biased by this tendency, nor by
the tendency of authors to mislabel categories such as aspect and tense.

It is because our conceptual schema is a sliding scale rather than a philosophical analysis of experience that we cannot say in advance just where to put
a given concept. We must dispense, in other words, with a well-ordered
classification of categories. What boots it to put tense and mode here or
number there when the next language one handles puts tense a peg 'lower
down' ... , mode and number a peg 'higher up' ... ? (1921:107)

7) The term syntactic expression will be used for periphrastic expressions involving more than
one lexical unit, such as cause to die, so that the term lexical expression can be reserved for
concepts expressed in a single lexical unit.

When the facts discussed in this paper are considered, we must conclude
that Sapir was wrong. One and the same concept cannot slide all over the
scale. While it is true that, for instance, aspect can be expressed in many
different ways, i.e., lexically, derivationally, inflectionally and periphrastically, this is certainly not true of mood or tense, which cannot have lexical
or derivational expression. And when aspect is expressed inflectionally it
exhibits certain uniform properties across languages, especially in its behavior
with respect to other categories. I would submit, then, that there is a relation,
definable across languages, between the content of categories and their
means of expression. Furthermore, when the relation among the expression
units of various categories are considered, it is found that these relations are
diagrammatic for the relations among the units of content.

8) An interesting exception is the Finnish genitive vs. partitive distinction. An object marked
in the partitive gives an imperfect reading to a sentence, while a genitive gives a perfective reading.
Interestingly enough, young children acquiring Finnish do not learn this as an aspectual distinction
at first, but rather as a distinction applying to the noun (Melissa Bowerman, personal communication).
9) Languages with tense markers on nouns are rare. Sierra Miwok uses nominalizations extensively and can formulate a past tense proposition, such as "I danced" as a nominal expression
translatable as "I was a former dancer". The English prefix ex- might be considered the nominal
version of a past tense marker.
10) Modalities were originally considered under mood. The epistemic modalities showed up
frequently as inflections, but deontic modalities that qualified as inflections were very rare, and
perhaps non-existent.
11) Here I leave Gilyak out of consideration because it has agreement markers only on nonfinite verb forms. Since Gilyak is SOV, whether we interpret this as agreement or not, it does
not affect the generalization.

NOTES

12) Possible counter-examples to this hypothesis are a few American Indian languages in which
agreement markers have different allomorphs according to mood.

1) For example, by Vennemann 1973 and elsewhere. See also Behaghel 1923-1932.

13) The ordering of subject and object agreement, however, cannot be attributed only to
earlier ordering of subject, object and verb in the clause, because in our sample, seven languages
ordered their agreement markers according to the three most common word order, SOV, SVO,
and VSO, but five used the rarer patterns, VOS, OVS, and OSV.

2) Other examples of diagrammatic iconicity in morphology and morphophonemics are discussed in Andersen 1980, Hooper 1979, and Bybee and Brewer 1980.
3) A morpheme is considered bound if it is inseparable from the stem, and occurs in a fixed
order with respect to the stem, with only closed class items intervening between it and the stem.
In considering the descriptions of the fifty languages in the sample, if this information was not
given explicitly, then the author's decision to write the morpheme as separate or bound was
considered adequate indication of its status.
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